
Project Handout 
Composition Book 

Objective:  Create a small book that is a collection of photographic compositions. It should include at least 20 photographs.   

Using magazines (not the computer!), find at least one example of the following types of composition (see below).   

 * Be sure to include the whole photo image, do not cut out part of the photo or reshape it by cutting it.   

 * No pictures with words over them!  So be careful with the ads, they often have words or slogans over the images.   

 * No photographs that are really images of paintings or drawings.   

 * Craftsmanship is an important part of your grade, so be neat and do label each photo with its composition type. 

• Leading Line – a line that leads you visually to an object or that leads into the distance creating depth. (1)  

•  Rhythm/Repetition – Objects repeating in a picture creating a feeling of depth or emphasis. (1)  

•  Framing – shooting through something to get the main subject behind it.  The subject is “framed” by something in the foreground. (1)  

•  Horizontal – picture is wider than it is tall. (1)  

•  Vertical – picture is taller than it is wide. (1)  

•  Informal Balance – different things catch your eye, not just one.  (Multiple objects – tends to be asymmetrical.) NOT the same on both sides if split vertically(1)  

•  Formal Balance – both sides of the picture are the same if split vertically (symmetrical.) (1)  

•  High Key – bright, intense, active colors. (1)  

•  Low key – dark, less intense, inactive colors. (1)  

•  Silhouette/Backlighting – The lighting comes from behind the subject in your picture. (1)  

•  Angle – (3 total) Find one of each of the following: 

o up (the camera is pointing up at the subject),  

o down (the camera is pointing down at the subject),  

o straight (the camera is the same level as the subject).  

•  Distance (Depth of Field) – (3 total) Find one of each of the following: 

o Close (the camera is close to the subject, or zoomed in close so the subject fills the frame),  

o Medium (the camera is a medium distance away from the subject),  

o Far (the camera is a long way away from the subject, there is a large depth of field in the image).  

•  Focus – (2 photos total) Find one of each of the following: 

o soft (the photo is a bit or very blurry), 

o sharp (the photo is very crisp and clear).  

• Low Horizon – the horizon line is low in the picture plane (so there is more sky than there is ground) (1 photo) 

• High Horizon – the horizon line is high on the picture plane (so there is more ground than there is sky) (1 photo) 

Criteria for Project: “Composition Book” 

1. All photos that you use for this assignment MUST be from magazines. 

2. Find the number of photographs that is in parentheses behind each composition technique. 

3. Compile your images into a “Composition Book” by pasting the images you find into a book that you make. How you make the book is up to you, Mrs. 

Tookey has examples. You may add any decorations to your book that you want but be sure to keep it neat.  

4. Make sure you label each image with its composition type. Turn in your book on Mrs. Tookey’s desk. DON’T FORGET YOUR NAME! 


